
Glass Bottle Table Decoration for Spring and Easter
Instructions No. 1739
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 20 Minutes

Are you looking for a turbo-deco idea for the springtime? Then simply decorate glass bottles
to create a new eye-catcher!

Simply classically decorated
With only little time and material, you can arrange bundles of Jute ribbon, bark, small wooden scattering
Feathers, pieces and decorative eggs on the glass bottles. To fix the eggs around the glass bottle, draw
a strip of transparent double-sided Adhesive tape. This can be Jute ribbon placed on top 

The bundles of bark can also be tied Jute ribbon up. For the fixation of the small accessories you can
also use hot glue. Decorate the finished glass bottles with tulips or other flowers and arrange everything
on a table ribbon together with small decorative eggs on the table - that's it.

Co-designed Colour spray
Glass bottles can also be sprayed easily. Colour sprays are supplied with a red protective seal. Remove
this before the first spraying (see detailed photo below).

Extra tip:
Before using paint sprays, we recommend that you make sure that the workplace is adequately
protected: place the glass object in an open carton and spray inside this carton - this will protect the
surroundings from unwanted discoloration.



Coloured bottles with motif
You want motifs on your decorative bottles? 

Draw a motif in advance or use a painting template as a motif template. Take a piece of self-adhesive
and Craft foiltransfer the motif onto it. As soon as you have cut it out with fine scissors, you will have
Craft foil a "negative"Stencil. Alternatively you can work with one Motif Punch 

Position the foil on the milk bottle and dab the motif with a Paint sponge pasty paint.

Sprayed step by step
Follow these illustrated instructions - it's as easy as that to turn a glass bottle into a colourful decorative object.

Colour sprays are easy and very quick to use. They should be used with good ventilation and on a protected work surface with approx. 30 cm distance object
from . It is better to spray briefly several times - this way you avoid paint noses. The sprayed-on surface is completely smooth without the typical brush
structure.

Step 1

Remove the spray protector when you buy a new Colour spray one.

Step 2

Keep a distance of about 30 cm, protect the surroundings from spray paint.

Step 3 Step 4



Punch the motif from self-adhesive Craft foil. Cut the self-adhesive film for use as a negative.

Step 5

Position the negative stencil / Craft foil on the glass.

Step 6

Dab the sprayed glass bottle with pasty paint, remove the Stencil.

Colour harmony

Tip: Use a separate harmoniously matching colour for each bottle.

Handlettering

The icing on the cake: label one of the bottles with a personal message.



Article number Article name Qty
16833 Jute ribbon "Nature 1
460149 VBS Sisal cord, 2 mm 1
618700 Chickens Feathers, brown, 3 g 1
830935 VBS Decoration eggs "Speckled", 100 pieces 1
16883 Scatter decoration butterfly mix "Shari", 45 pieces 1
122115 VBS Pieces of bark 1
755276-25 edding 5200 "Permanentspray", silkmattLight Grey 1
755276-35 edding 5200 "Permanentspray", silkmattNoble Mauve 1
755276-15 edding 5200 "Permanentspray", silkmattPastel Yellow 1
755276-14 edding 5200 "Permanentspray", silkmattPastel-Pink 1
755276-17 edding 5200 "Permanentspray", silkmattPastel-Green 1
691604-01 Self-adhesive vinyl filmWhite-Matt 1
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